Assignment 4: Individual Assignment
An Idea Paper of Your Own Creation

The "idea paper" is the preliminary research proposal at the beginning of the dissertation process.  It describes the intent of the prospective investigation, its meaningfulness, and a brief plan for conducting the investigation.  

This assignment asks you to create an idea paper for a dissertation computing study of your own choosing.  Since the purpose of the assignment is to solidify your understanding of the idea paper, your product should be realistic.  However, because it is only an exercise it is not a commitment on your part to an area of research.

The idea paper should basically explain the initial context (current state of affairs) relating to your dissertation problem, your dissertation problem, a rough idea of your problem solution, and the context that would exist when you finish your dissertation showing how the state of affairs has been improved.
	Initial context – the current state of affairs

Problem
Solution
Resulting context –improved state of affairs for the beneficiaries of your problem solution
For example, for the handwriting wrinkliness article from Assignment 2, the initial context would be that no easy-to-use automated method exists for detecting novice handwriting forgeries, the problem is to find a novel method to do that, the solution is to develop a fractal measure of wrinkliness, and the resulting context is that forensic handwriting professionals would have a new tool to detect obvious novice forgeries, allowing the handwriting experts to focus on the harder-to-detect potential forgeries.

From these guidelines and the various instructions from Leedy and Ormrod, it should be clear that you will become the expert and investigator in charge of your research.  It is up to you to determine how best to construct the idea paper so that it carries the greatest impact.  Readers, especially prospective committee chair people, are usually excited by new ideas that will address a genuine problem for which the investigation seems feasible in the given time-frame.  They are attracted by papers that are well written and informed.

An early part of the agile dissertation process is the PowerPoint presentation of idea papers to classmates and faculty, which formally begins in the summer Research Seminar 3.  Therefore, the second part of this assignment is to create the slides that will guide the roughly ten minute presentation.  The challenge here is to create a tightly composed explanation of the research purpose, significance, and activity. 

Here is what you are to do:
	Write an idea paper that could serve as the formal beginning of your dissertation process.    Remember, this is only an exercise and not a commitment on your part.
	Create a set of PowerPoint slides to present your dissertation idea to the class.
	Submit a hardcopy of your idea paper and slides (printed 6 per page) at our next session.


